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Green Building Materials
EcoCopper
TM

Introducing EcoCopper™ Materials
PMX Industries continues our15 year history of delivering innovative products to
the US market with our latest line of green building materials for the commercial
and residential markets. EcoCopper materials address concerns of our customers
regarding environmentally sustainable copper alloys, volatile commodity prices,
weight, ease of fabrication and performance. In addition to their great look and
economical value, EcoCopper materials may contribute to earning LEED credits
in building projects that specify these materials.

Vision

Applications
Those currently familiar with designing and installing copper products may choose
our Legendary EcoCopper products.
For interior applications where cost and weight are the primary factors in material
selection, while still desiring the look, feel and warmth of a copper alloy, PMX offers
EasyFlex EcoCopper.
For applications where durability, increased strength and performance are the
primary factors, while still maintaining the look, feel and warmth of copper alloys,
PMX offers Rigid EcoCopper.

Innovation

EcoCopper materials are available in a wide range of colors.
Color
Traditional

Description
Red traditional roofing

Yellow

Yellow brass color

Gold

Similar to 14K gold

Silver

Similar to brushed nickel

The PMX Advantage
PMX is an engineered materials company with a proven track record of delivering
solutions that can be tailored to fit your needs including the traditional monolithic
EcoCopper and EcoCopper alloys.
Attributes such as color, corrosion, wear behavior, and cleaning methods are
combined with our expert understanding of fabrication, forming, drawing,
polishing and other manufacturing methods to deliver a complete solution.
Best of all, PMX materials are produced in the US in an environmentally
sustainable manner:
• Up to 100% recycled content
• 100% recycled, biodegradable packaging
• Up to 95% renewable energy
We are proud of our results, our materials and our facility. We are equally proud of
our talented and committed work force that makes these materials a reality every
day.
On behalf of the entire team, we hope to see you at PMX soon.
Visit our web site to learn more at www.ipmx.com

You have a choice....
Up to 100% recycled content
100% recycled, biodegradable packaging
Up to 95% renewable energy
Just ask a PMX representative how you can participate

